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this is a license that does not depend on the platform, and it is not suitable for the game. in addition, treyarch does not provide support for licenses (when the game does not work), and it is not compatible with the new operating systems.
treyarch operates support on tickets, or they have a contact form that you can fill out. the cost of support is $29, which is very reasonable for the service offered. you can read the terms of use on their website

(https://support.treyarch.com/customer/portal/articles/905003-tos-terms-of-use). this particular game is known for its visual content. the film has several visual effects, as well as animated cutscenes, unlike any other shooter. in a way, it is a
game similar to "heavy rain," where everything seems to be a simulation, and player actions are the turning points of a story. in spec ops: the line, the player's actions are the determining factors for the storyline. the game was designed

using tools made by steam ( krita ) and gimp , though the end result is more than clear, beautiful and flexible; it can easily be used on any platform, and can even be updated via steam's source 2 engine. the players choices have a significant
impact on the game's storyline. depending on these choices, the player may be asked to engage in actions that are morally ambiguous. characters can die, and there are consequences for their deaths. as well, player choices will affect the
fate of your allies. players are forced to decide between killing civilians or leaving them unharmed. players can decide to kill civilians, which results in the deaths of both soldiers and civilians, sometimes. in some situations, the civilians can

be rescued. the player can decide whether or not to shoot unarmed refugees. this means, if they rescue a woman and the player wants to kill her, they can choose between shooting her in the head or shooting her in the back. the player can
decide whether or not to aid their allies, and what to do in the event of an injury. players can choose what to do in the event of a death in the game. however, the game encourages to rescue civilians and those who look like civilians. so the

game teaches players to act in a way that will leave the game's story line unaffected.
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